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As expected, January was a
month of whirlwind of
activities, seminars and
workshops.
We are happy to announce
that the International
Conference on
“Recountoring Business’ was
a grand success.
With over 150 participants
ranging from academicians,
senior corporate managers
to students, it had a diverse
audience. Mr Suhas Kelkar,
CTO, BMC software, Mr
Suhas Gopinath, youngest
CEO ,Mr. Krishna Gopal,
Global Talent Head ; Tech
Mahindra, were some of the
eminent personalities from
corporate world. Invaluable
academic
inputs
were
provided by distinguished
faculty from IIM Indore,
Ahmedabad
and
Calcutta.
Second day of conference saw
participation from across the
globe as Prof. Aneel Karnani,
Faculty ( Michigan University),
Dr. Hemant Purohit-(George
Mason University),Mr. Prasad(Webex
Division,
CISCO,
California) , also joined in for a
panel discussions.
A four day workshop on
‘Critical Skills for Career and
Personal
Success’
was
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Dada says....If you want to
achieve success, you must fix a
goal-and every day take at least
one step in the right direction.
MECHANISTION OF AGRICULTURE IN INDIA
Historically India has been an agriculture dominant economy.
But with changing times more and more villagers are shifting to
cities in search of other income generating options. Although
many reasons can be cited for this phenomenon, but one of the
most important is ever-reducing bottom lines.
Present day need is to increase the productivity and profitability
of production and post-production agriculture. Younger
generation does not want to work in the agricultural field. So
mechanization is the need for timeliness of operation. Effective
engineering interventions and inputs have the potential to result
in further useful technology packages for: Timeliness and
precision in farm activity, Mechanization for dry land and hill
agriculture and horticulture, efficient use of water, fertilizer,
seed, pesticide, energy and other inputs. Overall contribution to
employment generation in different areas of agriculture, e.g.
service support, etc. for unemployed rural youth and women.
Introduction of advanced farm machines and technology can
change the agriculture is looked upon by migratory youths, the
concept of urbanisation will start slowing down thus reducing
the burden of urban India.
(Contributed by: Asst Prof Satish Belhekar)

LOL…….Said to railroad engineer
What’s the use of having a train schedule if the
trains are always late? The reply from the railroad
engineer:
How would we know they were late, if we didn't
have a schedule?
We welcome your feedback, suggestions as well as
contributions at svimsconnect@gmail.com

